THE OCTOPUS..The octopus is a small, homemade test set used with an oscilloscope to check electronic components in
circuit. It can be made easily and cheaply using parts from the supply system. Figure 1-42 is a schematic of an octopus that
uses either a 6.3-volt filament transformer or an audio oscillator for input power. The benefits of in circuit troubleshooting with
an octopus are (1) reduced maintenance time, (2) less chance of damage from soldering-iron heat, and (3) a visual display of
the component’s condition.

Figure 1-42.—Octopus schematic diagram (typical).

The octopus tests all components for shorts, high resistance, and opens; it checks front-to-back ratios
on junction components (transistors and diodes); and it analyzes ICs and reactive components (capacitors
and inductors). Figure 1-43 shows some typical oscilloscope displays obtained when the octopus is used.
Figures 1-44, 1-45, and 1-46 depict transistor, potentiometer, and combination component displays,
respectively. Detailed operating procedures can be found in topic 6 of NEETS, Module 16, Introduction
to Test Equipment, and in the Electronic Installation and Maintenance Book (EIMB), Test Methods and
Practices, NAVSEA SE000-00-EIM-130.

Figure 1-43.—Typical oscilloscope displays for an octopus.
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Figure 1-44.—Transistor check, single junction.

Figure 1-45.—Potentiometer noise check.
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Figure 1-46.—Combination displays.

Six-Step Troubleshooting Procedure
You may have the job of maintaining or helping to maintain some electrical or electronic unit,
subsystem, or system. Some of these jobs may be complex, but even a complex job can be broken down
into simple steps. Basically, any repair of electric or electronic equipment should be done in the following
order:
1. Symptom recognition. This is the action of recognizing some disorder or malfunction in
electronic equipment.
2. Symptom elaboration. Obtaining a more detailed description of the trouble symptom is the
purpose of this step.
3. Listing probable faulty functions. This step is applicable to equipment that contains more than
one functional area or unit. From the information you have gathered, where could the trouble
logically be located?
4. Localizing the faulty function. In this step you determine which of the functional units of the
multiunit equipment is actually at fault.
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